PUL-NDI
‘continuous in-line non-destructive inspection of composite profiles’
Overview
A novel system for the in situ, non-invasive and
non-destructive inspection of composite profiles
within the pultrusion line has been developed. The
innovative elements of the PUL-NDI system concern
the continuous scanning of the profiles by an array of
ultrasonic sensors in a static or moving configuration
and the intelligent algorithm for the real-time analysis
of the scan data for the on-line detection of defects.
This feature allows the tuning of the production
systems at the pultrusion line for the elimination of
defects in profiles, which are mainly caused by the
poor fibre alignment or by the resin state in the bath
or at the injection point.
The challenges which the PUL-NDI system has
overcome relate to the movement of the profile as
scanning takes place in the water tank. The profile
enters the water tank and is prepared for the
inspection before it arrives at the sensor placement
area – bubbles and debris is removed from the
composite material. The pultrusion line pullers keep
the profile moving at a nominal constant line speed.
The scanning is then performed across the surface of
the profile in a repetitive action which ensures that
every point of the structure is scanned at least once.

The absolute elimination of ‘hidden (uninspected)
zones’ in profiles is the major concern in the design of
the sensors configuration of the PUL-NDI system.
The continuous operation of the inspection
requires the sensor configuration to ‘scan’ the
composite via a mechanical or electronic switching
mode. The mechanical mode involves movement of
the sensors across the profile dimensions while the
electronic switching involves multiplexing of static
sensor arrays extended along the profile cross section.
The selection of the sensors configuration depends on
the profile geometry and the pultrusion line speed.
Description of the system components is
provided overleaf. The technological advancement of
the PUL-NDI system lies on the flexibility to adapt to
any profile geometry, the real-time assessment of the
profile quality and the off-line software suite for the
documentation of the results, the automated
identification of defects and the custom strategy to
apply pass/fail criteria for the profile lengths. The
PUL-NDI technology is adaptable to parts with
resolved geometry features made by other
manufacturing routes (i.e. RTM or autoclave) for postprocess scanning of composite structures at custom
water tanks with automated pulling mechanisms.
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PUL-NDI system components
Configuration of ultrasound sensors in water tank
The ultrasound sensors are the key components of the
inspection system. Their specifications (through
transmission or pulse echo mode, operation frequency,
dimension and arrangement of elements) are selected
to suit the geometry of the profiles and the line speed
operation. The design and build of sensors, their
mounting to support structure and the adaptation to
the water tank are all part of the PUL-NDI system
construction. The sensors are immersed in water and
suitable water management system is installed to
ensure a continuous water medium between the
sensors and the moving profile.
Scanning of
inverse T-profile
section by a pulse
echo sensor
(under profile)
and two through
transmission
sensors at either
side of profile.
Scanning
of
flat
composite profile by a
48-element pulse echo
sensor
array
positioned under the
profile,
which
is
supported on the flat
platform
by
two
rollers at either side of
the array. Water is
pumped at the area
between profile and
sensor array.
Hardware enclosure - system set-up at pultrusion line
The hardware unit of the PUL-NDI consists of ultrasonic
signals operation devices, data acquisition modules,
profile length measurement device, water management
system, profile marking, industrial high-speed PC and
dedicated software to command the above devices as
well as to analyse, present and store inspection data.
The hardware unit is hosted in a water-proof and dustproof enclosure suitably adapted to the pultrusion line
machinery. The profile enters the PUL-NDI system
shortly after it exits the pultrusion die.

PUL-NDI enclosure with separate unit for the PC (left).
Compact set-up with enclosure under the tank (right).

PUL-NDI system scanning during profiles production.
On-line inspection and quality assessment software
Dedicated software commands all PUL-NDI operations.
The algorithm performs real-time gating of the sensor
signals and makes on-line assessment of the profile
quality through user specific pass/fail criteria. The
quality index of every point is displayed in the C-scan of
the profile segments, which is processed on the criteria
and recorded/stored on the disk. The detection of
defects triggers system alarms and activates profile
marking. A screenshot of PUL-NDI is shown overleaf.
Post-processing analysis module for quality signature
PUL-NDI offers intelligent off-line presentation and
analysis of the acquired scan data in order to evaluate
with fidelity the quality of composite profiles. Features
include options for combined views (A-, B- or C-scans),
defect threshold definition, identification of number
and location of defects with close-up, custom reports.

PUL-NDI analysis suite for post-processing of scan data
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